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PROGRAMME 

General Meetings are held at the Municipal Horticultural Centre, Jolimont Rd, Vermont. Mel 

62 G4 unless otherwise stated.          

SEPTEMBER 2010 

FRIDAY 17
TH

 8.00PM GENERAL MEETING. Jane or Mark from B and T Ferns and 

Orchids in Silvan will give us lots of information and have some plants for sale. Bring your 

ferns and orchids to be identified and lots of questions. 
 

OCTOBER 2010 

NO GENERAL MEETING. 

SATURDAY 16
TH

 AND SUNDAY 17
TH

 GOLDEN JUBILEE RHODODENDRON 

SHOW AT THE NATIONAL RHODODENDRON GARDENS. Schedule included. 

Read carefully because this is a special show with some changes. 

SUNDAY 17
TH

 2.3OPM MEMBERS AFTERNOON TEA AT NRG 

18
TH

-20
TH

 OCTOBER GOLDEN JUBILEE CONFERENCE see inside. 

TUESDAY 19
TH

 CONFERENCE DINNER AT SKYHIGH 7.OOPM.  
 

NOVEMBER 2010 

FRIDAY 19
TH

 AGM AND GENERAL MEETING. Cynthia Sladen will share photos of 

her trip to Sichuan Province in China. 
 

DECEMBER 2010 

SUNDAY 12
TH

 12.00PM Christmas lunch at NRG. Meat,salads, desserts, tea, coffee, 

crockery & cutlery supplied. Friends welcome. $15per person. BYO drinks and glass. 

Bookings required for catering. Phone or email Marcia Begg by 1
st
 December 9751 1610, 

Email:mnbegg@gmail.com    
 

JANUARY 2011 

WEDNESDAY 26
TH

 AUSTRALIA DAY BBQ at NRG, 6.00PM. BYO everything. Those 

who would like to take a walk around the NRG meet at the lunchroom at 5.00pm. 

 

mailto:simonwbegg@gmail.com
http://picasaweb.google.com/ARSVic
mailto:mnbegg@gmail.com
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PRESIDENTS REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 

 

August the 24
th
 marked the exact 50

th
 anniversary of the land grant to the ARS by Sir Henry 

Bolte.  This was celebrated by a morning tea with Parks at the gardens.  50 years is a 

significant milestone.  It is a psychological hilltop from which to look back at the way we 

have come. 

 

Looking at the gardens around us it is obvious just how spectacular an achievement it is for a 

privately run society – the outcome you see around you is normally a goal of governments 

not private groups.  We should be proud of the achievements of our society.   

 

However a hilltop is also a vantage point for looking at the lie of the land around us and the 

way forward.  Ultimately, while the past is important, the future is even more so. 

 

Man is a social animal and like all social animals is easily influenced by others, easily falling 

into group think.  This gives rise to fashions and political correctness, which affect the hobby 

of gardening as much as any other endeavour.  In the 1960‟s rhododendrons were at the 

height of popularity.  Then many of you will remember the push towards white pebbles and 

cacti. More recently we have had 10 years of drought which is now thankfully ending.  Just 

another short random fluctuation by mother nature although long in the perception of man.  

However it gave rise to the view that in the interest of water conservation only natives should 

be grown.  As we now know, of course, natives need just as much water as exotics but the 

view persists.  Fortunately, I suspect this narrow minded politically correct view will also 

pass.  Society is always about change. 

 

But what is the role of a botanical garden like this in such an environment?  People have a 

need and, I would argue, a right to experience all the wonders of nature not just that small 

restrictive subset that some politically active group deem to be acceptable.  That is why we 

have zoological gardens and botanical gardens in the first place.  It is also why they need to 

stand as bulwarks against short term fashion and political correctness; to give people 

alternative perspectives.  The Olinda garden is uniquely placed through soil, climate and 

geographic location close to the city to allow citizens to experience the beauty and wonder of 

cool climate exotic plants.  Indeed, for many Melbournians, these gardens probably represent 

their only opportunity to see many of these plants (for example big leaf rhodos, so 

spectacularly in flower right now).  That makes these gardens an exceptionally valuable 

resource. 

 

Unfortunately, the gardens are at present greatly under promoted and undervalued.  They 

seem to be viewed more as a minor regional garden or, worse, an urban park of little 

significance.  Yet if one looks both at the historical record and gardens around us today, it is 
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abundantly clear that the gardens were always envisaged, and have developed, into a cool 

climate botanical garden of truly international standard with, admittedly, a special focus on 

rhododendrons.  While any garden is always capable of further development, the state of 

development of these gardens today fully justifies their recognition as a first tier cool climate 

botanical garden; equivalent to Mt Tomah in New South Wales.  It is indeed sad that these 

gardens have arguably higher status overseas than they do within our own State. 

 

These gardens need to be better brought to the attention of Melbournians.  There is a need for 

more garden specific signage in the area.  Too many people get to Olinda and still cannot 

find the gardens.  Andrew Raper (Rhodoglen nursery) claims to get 10-20 phone calls for the 

NRG every day during the peak season.  If true, the phone book entry for the gardens is not 

sufficiently prominent. Maybe we need to make it bigger.  Most significantly of all however 

the National Rhododendron Gardens should be officially recognised and promoted as 

Melbourne‟s cool climate botanical garden – the equivalent of Mt Tomah in NSW 

(something we are already lobbying for). 

 

That also raises the question of what sort of botanical garden we want them to be.  We 

created these gardens with vision. Can we apply that vision into the future?  In this context I 

would like to offer a suggestion, one that excites me very much indeed. 

 

Botanical gardens ideally should represent an attractive place to come to, a display of the 

diversity of mother nature and an educational resource for visitors.  The latter is currently 

only achieved though special functions such as talks and guided walks.  I think we can do 

better.  Imagine that we invite a wide range of gardening clubs to make their home here in 

the gardens.  Suppose we give each club a area of land on which to develop a display garden.  

We have 100 acres – one of the largest botanical gardens in the country.  We could easily 

afford each club to have, say, the equivalent of a large vacant house block ( say 800 square 

metres) without detracting from the overall botanical nature of the garden yet more than 

enough for a spectacular display garden.  The clubs and societies gain a trial garden, a focus 

for their interests and visitors to these gardens would have the opportunity to see these 

displays, talk to the enthusiasts growing them and learn first hand from them.  What an ideal 

way to connect with people and show first hand the joys of gardening.  What a valuable 

resource for someone seeking an answer to gardening problems.  What about a heritage 

vegetable club allowing people to see vegetables growing?  How many children have the 

opportunity to see first hand how the vegetables they eat are grown?  To me that would 

transform these gardens into a cultural living entity, a true meeting place for people with a 

love of gardening to get together.  It would also be a venue for passing on the passion for 

gardening, and valuing the diversity of nature, to the next generation. 
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Of course, such a scenario brings with it the question of management and control.  Clearly 

this cannot be a free for all or it will get out of hand.  Well, it seems to me there is a structure 

already waiting in the wings to address that.  Most gardening clubs and societies are already 

affiliates of the Royal Horticultural Society of Victoria (including the ARS).  Could they not 

be the controlling body under whose auspices this is run?  Indeed it seems to me it would 

even be possible for the individual clubs to become special interest groups under the RHSV 

relieving them of much of the management overhead of running an independent society 

while retaining their special focus.  Cross fertilisation between such societies would also be 

enhanced considerably. 

This would truly make the Olinda garden a garden of the people, by the people and for the 

people.  I believe this is a worthy goal for the ARS moving forward.  To me it is a vision 

worth fighting for.    

 

To bring this about would require effort and lobbying.  It is exactly how the fledging ARS 

obtained the land on which to construct the gardens in the first place.  Thus we would be 

going full circle, using the same tactics we used to initiate the garden to now protect what we 

created and to develop it further.  It seems to me it could be a reason for the ARS to endure 

and to regain some of the vigour it has lost since we lost control of the gardens in 1995.  

Please let me know what you think of this idea and whether you are prepared to be a part of 

turning it into a reality? 

 

On more practical matters; the rainfall continues up in the Dandenongs with 148.5mm so far 

for August and 844.5mm for the year to date.  This is well up to the long term average prior 

to the drought; a possibility (and hope) that the drought is finally over. 

 

 

Planning for the 50
th
 anniversary conference is almost complete and we are greatly looking 

forward to event itself.  We now have over 50 participants very much in line with our initial 

expectations.  If you have not already registered, please consider coming along. 

 

The August meeting was regrettably very poorly attended – only 4 members beyond the 

committee!  The subject was a discussion of the above concept followed by a slide show by 

Simon and Marcia on some Queensland gardens they visited during their recent trip up north. 

 

The rhododendron flowering season this year is shaping up to be the best for many years.  

The big leaf rhodos are covered with large high quality blooms and the other Asiatic 

rhododendrons are starting to follow suit.  Presumably this is at least in part due to the cooler 

and wetter weather this year.  Come up the gardens and enjoy the spectacle. 
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The change to make the gardens free entry is having considerable impact on visitor numbers 

which are up 250% over the same time last year.  This is a very significant increase and the 

higher numbers give the gardens more relevance which helps our lobbying activities 

considerably.  With more publicity we can hope these numbers will continue to increase 

further. 

 

The Tuesday volunteer group is planting out the sides of the car park which runs parallel to, 

and above, the hall with rhododendrons from our shade house.  The effect is already 

beautiful and will only improve as the plants grow.  It is worth having a look at as well.  

Mike Hammer 

THE SPECIES COLUMN. 

 

 
 grande   -Subsection Grandia. [photo page  12 ] 

  

Rhododendron grande is one of the finest species in the genus, and grows up to 12 metres 

high. This is the most widely planted species in the N.R.G. with an astonishing 1000 plus 

plants.Most of these were raised by Peter Damman from seed, and although some have 

suggested they are over-represented in the garden , they are appropriate as a massed display. 

In its natural habitat, grande grows in shady wet conditions and this has resulted in large 

leaves to catch the low light intensity, and a high transpiration rate.It thrives at Olinda, 

suffers from drought in Melbourne, and is badly affected by frost in England. 

 

Name: 

The name means large, one of the largest of the rhododendron genus.  

 

Distribution: 

Covers a wide area of the Himalayan region, from Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim, and Aranachal 

Pradesh, at 2100 to 3200 metres. It is generally found in damp rain-forest. 

 

Characteristics: 

This species is one of the “Big-leaf”rhododendrons which consist of two Series; the Grandia 

Subsection usually have a thin plastered indumentum, whereas the Falconera 

 Subsection have a woolly brown or white indumentum. 

The foliage of this species is distinctive, with leaves up to 46 cm. long, deep green and 

generally rough on the upper surface, and with a silvery plastered indumentum underneath. 

The flower truss is spectacular with up to 25 flowers of cream, pale yellow, or rarely pale 

pink.All varieties have deep purple nectar pouches in the throat.  

There are a number of related species in this subsection which can generally be distinguished 

by their flower colour. 

  kesangiae, magnificum, montroseanum, praestans, protistum, and puderosum have pink 

flowers.  

  macabeanum, and sidereum have yellow flowers. 
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  sinogrande has creamy-white flowers but the foliage is quite distinct,with huge (70 cm.) 

shiny leaves, and it also flowers later than grande. 

   

Selected Forms. 

The R.H.S. awarded an F.C.C. to a form with creamy-white flowers and purple blotch. 

(1901) 

 

Where to See These Plants:  

Most of the grande species were planted towards the North end of the garden past the 

camellia gerden, and also in the forest area below the Maddenia walk.There is also a row of 

bigleaf species (mostly grande) above the shadehouse area. I think these were planted here 

because we were not sure what to do with them, but now, 40 years later, they put on a 

magnificent show. 

 

 Alan Kepert.  

 

VIREYA SPECIES COLUMN 

 

R crassifolium [photo page 12    ] 

This species belongs to Section Euvireya Subsection Euvireya. This is a very large 

subsection, with 80 members, spread over a very wide geographical area from the Asian 

mainland to Australia taking in the Malaysian Peninsular, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, The 

Phillipines, Sulawesi, and New Guinea. This species is widespread in Borneo, in both Sabah 

and Sarawak (Malaysia) and, also, Kalimantan (Indonesia). It covers a wide altitude range as 

well, from 1200m to 2745m. According to Argent (2006) its unifying characteristic is large 

leaves. The species was first described in 1894 by Otto Stapf, an Austrian by birth, and 

keeper of the Kew Herbarium 1909- 1922. He is the author of a comprehensive account of 

the flora of Kinabalu. 

 

Name 

The species‟ name derives from the Latin crassus, thick and folium, leaf. 

 

Description [taken largely from George Argent, Anthony Lamb and Anthea Phillipps The 

RHODODENDRONS of SABAH Malaysian Borneo Natural History Publications (Borneo) 

2007] 

R crassifolium is a distinctive and easily recognised species: the commonly red or pink 

flowers are in a large umbel with distinctly dimorphic stamens which are alternatively long 

and short. Less common are plants with flowers ranging in colour from creamy white and 

very pale pink, to pale orange. I recall Andrew Rouse benching a truss with a pink flower. 

Marcia and I saw a plant with an orange flower in the Botanic Garden at Kinabalu Park 

Headquarters in May 2009. The corolla lobes are long in relation to the tube and often 

revolute along their lateral edges giving a frilly effect. The large leaves have a distinctive 
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protruding main vein on the upper side, more pronounced than in any other species. I 

recognised a terrestrial one above the main Kinabalu summit track not far above Park 

Headquarters, with ripe seed. Marcia also found one on another day when we went on 

different tours. 

The plants are usually small shrubs to 1m, occasionally 2.5m. Leaves are rather evenly 

spaced on the stems or occasionally in loose pseudowhorls, ovate, obovate or oblong with a 

broad, blunt to rounded apex; the margin entire, smooth 80-140 x 40-80 mm, without simple 

hairs but with abundant silvery or pale brown scales of type „A‟ and the aforementioned 

prominent vein. Petiole 7-15 x 5-8 mm somewhat flattened, often bright red. Unfortunately, 

in confined positions, susceptible to rust but not to the extent of, say, R sessilifolium or R 

salicifolium. Umbels are dense to loose with 10-30 flowers in an erect head with the flowers 

horizontal or nodding. Corolla 28-38 x 25-45 mm , the tube 15-20 x 7-9 x 12-17 mm and the 

lobes 20-24 x 11-18 mm without scent.  

The species flowers continuously though spasmodically throughout the year. Pollinators are, 

according to argent et al unknown. Several hybrids are reported. One, with R bagabonum is 

R xplanecostatum. Argent et al report hybrids with R stenophyllum and R retivenium. 

Verdict 

Argent et al report that R crassifolium has been in cultivation for several years but does not 

seem to be a popular species. They say it is rather sprawling for a potted plant. Andrew 

Rouse has one in a hanging basket. Mine are much smaller and none has yet flowered. I have 

one in ground which, so far, is branching nicely with judicious pruning for cuttings. Like so 

many of my species, „yet to be proven‟. 

SWB 

  

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE GARDEN  
Glenn Maskell, Team Leader, Parks Victoria 

 

Bus drop off area and front pedestrian entrance 

 

The bus drop off area at the front entrance has been finished allowing buses to unload 

passengers in safety. This project has included landscaping the front entrance with a wider 

pedestrian path, replanting and new gates matching the existing gates. We will be placing a 

small plaque on the new pillars celbrating 50 years of the gardens and the Rhododendron 

Society.  

 

50 Years of ARS and the Gardens 

 

We celebrated on the 23 August the day Sir Henry Bolty 50 years ago announced the 

formation of the gardens for the people of Victoria. As I walk around the gardens I am 

continually amazed by the efforts of the ARS over the years, the vision and effort which has 

created a diverse garden for the public of Victoria.  
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Irrigation 

 

The irrigation system is half way through installation and I am trying to make sure they are 

are finished before the spring rush so that visitation is not hindered by the works. They have 

been held up by the rain and wet conditions. The rain has been great for the gardens but not 

so good to getting the contractors out of the garden.  

 

Free Entry 

 

With free entry we have received some funding for facility upgrades. We are expecting a rise 

in visitation and have struggled with parking for several years so we are planning to gravel 

the overflow carpark and resurface the bus park to cope better with the overflow of cars, this 

will add another 34 car parks. There is also some money for upgrades to signage in all our 

garden properties and will add another map at the far end of the gardens to help people get 

about. 

 

The Plants 

 

With the cooler summer and wetter winter, this year is shaping up to be a great year for 

flowering. The large leaf Rhododendrons have been spectacular this year with many 

flowering on every possible branch. The buds forming on plants within the rest of the 

gardens is showing signs of a spectacular flowering season. Hopefully for the ARS 

conference everything will be looking spectacular and will showcase the gardens for the rest 

of the world. 

.  
 

COFF’S HARBOUR – Visit to Neil Puddey 

Set about 5k inland in a protected gully lies the Puddey residence and nursery. Neil‟s house 

is surrounded by beautifully landscaped gardens and situated at the end of a long drive 

flanked by sub-tropical vegetation. When Neil and his wife built the house in the 1970‟s 

there were five trees on the large block and a swamp which he has dammed to form a lagoon 

used for irrigation. One of the trees is a huge Poinciana surrounded by Birds Nest Ferns 

which is a central feature in the lawn.  

 

Neil, who in a previous life was an Agricultural Science teacher, has a wholesale  nursery 

which he manages on his own. He collects and propagates not only vireyas but also unusual 

exotic trees and shrubs. His nursery started out as a hobby to supply plants for his garden. 

Many of these are now mature specimens. 

 

He started selling vireyas at local markets and now has a regular local and interstate 

clientele. Recently he has been getting orders from overseas, principally from Shanghai and 

Pacific islands. Orders vary from 4inch to 8inch pots and require different growing media 

depending on the destination.  

 

The nursery area which is totally under shade cloth is well laid out and maintained. A 

separate area houses the propagation of cutting material. Neil finds that bottom heat is not  
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necessary and, with the local high humidity, a simple misting system is sufficient for 

watering. He places cuttings  into individual 4inch pots in straight perlite with a good serve 

of osmocote to encourage shoot development. By using perlite he can send the plants 

overseas in the same pots. Once they are well rooted he moves them to a lighter area to 

develop a strong root system. 

 

Neil has an unconventional method of encouraging low shoot growth on elongated stems. He  

bends the stem in half and leaves it partially attached. This allows the leaves at the end of the 

broken branch to continue to photosynthesise while forcing new lower growth. He finds if he 

cuts the branch back hard it often dies back completely. 

 

Neil has produced some lovely vireya hybrids and plans to register them eventually. Vireyas 

are scattered among other plants throughout the garden but one area is densely populated 

with his oldest specimens. This area he calls „Rhododendron neglectus‟ because the plants 

there receive no attention other than use for the occasional cutting material. Some of these 

are over 3m high, tall and leggy and trying to escape through the shade cloth. Left to their 

own devices it is easy to see which are neat and compact, disease resistant and tough. 

 

MNB 

 

OVERDUE SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
 

 

Just a reminder;  if your subscription remains overdue, please note this will be your 

final newsletter.   

A separate notification will be sent to all members whose subscription is overdue.  

Thank you for your assistance.   

 

Regards,  

Neil Webster  

Treasurer & Membership Registrar. 

  

JOTTINGS 

 

BOWER BIRDS & VIREYA RHODODENDRONS:  The ABC program 

shown on Sunday 22
nd

 August was about birds and their lives. We were shown 

the life of a Bower Bird in the jungle of New Guinea, finishing his bower and 

attracting a very discerning mate. The marriage was consummated in the bower. 

The bower included flowers (Vireyas and others) and shiny coloured seeds. The 

flowers included orange, yellow and flush of pink. Over to the specialists for 

identification (zolleri?). After mating it is the female‟s responsibility to build a 

nest, lay and incubate the eggs and care for the young. The male is off to court 

another female and spread his genes as far and wide as possible.                               
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AUSTRALIAN RHODODENDRON SOCIETY 

Victorian Branch Inc. (A5896Z) 

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 19
th

 NOV. 2010 
 

The Annual General Meeting of the Australian Rhododendron Society, Victorian Branch Inc. 

(A5896Z), will be held on Friday, November 19
th
 2010, at the Whitehorse Horticultural 

Centre, 84 Jolimont Road, Forest Hill (Melway Ref: 62 G4), commencing at 8.00pm. 
 

The business of the meeting shall be: 

o to confirm the Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting held on 20
th
  November 

2009; 

o to receive from the Committee, reports upon the transactions of the Branch during the 

last Financial year; 

o to elect Officers of the Branch, and the Ordinary Members of the Committee; 

o to receive and consider the Statements of Income and Expenditure  and Assets and 

Liabilities for the last Financial Year; 

o to elect an Auditor; 

o to conduct such other business of which notice is given in accordance with the Branch 

Rules. 
 

All positions of Officers of the Branch shall fall vacant under Rule 22 (3) and are to be filled 

by election. 

The Officers are: President, Vice-President (1), Vice-President (2), Secretary and Treasurer. 
 

Three positions, numbers 7, 8 and 9, of Ordinary Committee Member fall vacant by rotation, 

each for a three year term in accordance with Rule 23 (3). In addition, position 1 is vacant for 

a term of 2 years and position 4 is vacant for a term of 1 year. Retiring Officers and Ordinary 

Members of Committee are eligible to stand for re-election. 

Please note that ONLY financial members of the Branch are allowed to vote at elections - 

ONE Vote per Membership. 
 

Nominations of candidates for election shall be in writing, signed by two members of the 

Branch and accompanied by the written consent of the candidate, and shall be delivered to 

the Secretary of the Branch not less than seven (7) days before the Annual General Meeting. 

The Nominee, Proposer and Seconder must all be financial members of the Branch at the 

time of signing. 
 

Nominations, which close at 5.00pm on Friday, November 12
th
   2010, should be sent to the 

Secretary, A.R.S. - Victorian Branch (Inc.), P.O. Box 500, Brentford Square, 3131. 
 

A copy of the “Statement of Purposes”, and the “Rules of the Australian Rhododendron 

Society - Victorian Branch Incorporated (A5896Z)” may be obtained on application to the 

Branch Secretary. 
 

An example of a suitable Nomination Form is attached to this Notice. 
 

Michael Hare, 

Secretary 
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AUSTRALIAN RHODODENDRON SOCIETY - Victorian Branch Inc. 

(A5896Z) 

COMMITTEE NOMINATION FORM, NOVEMBER 2010 
 

Nomination for election of Officers and Ordinary Committee Members at the 

Annual General Meeting to be held on Friday, 19
th

  November 2010 at the  

Whitehorse Horticultural Centre, Jolimont Rd, Vermont. (Mel Ref 62 G4). 

 

I,_______________________________ of 

__________________________________________ 

 

being a financial member of the Australian Rhododendron Society, Victorian Branch, Inc.  

 

(A5896Z), hereby Nominate  

 ______________________________________________________ 

 

who is also a financial member, for the position of: ___________________________ 

 

Name of Seconder,  

who is also a financial member of the Branch: ____________________________ 

 

 

This Nomination is dated: _______________________________ 

 

Signed (Proposer). ______________________________________ 

 

Signed (Seconder). ______________________________________ 

 

ACCEPTANCE 

 

I accept nomination for the position indicated. 

 

Signed (Person being Nominated) _________________________ 

 

Date  ____________________ 

 

 

 

Nominations close with the Secretary, A R S, Vic Branch, Inc. (A5896Z), 

P.O. Box 500, Brentford Square, Victoria, 3131, at 5.00pm on Friday 12
th
 November 2010. 
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Big leaf rhododendron National 

Rhododendron Garden August 2010 

Rh. vireya crassifolium 

(Above & below) 

R grande [above and below] 

Prolific flowering at the NRG 

New signage at the NRG 
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Entrance to Neil Puddey‟s home. Vireya „Highland Fair‟ 

Neil in „Rhododendron neglectus‟! Grandilla flower 

Vireya „Aloha‟ 

Vireya „Archangel‟ 
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SUNDAY 17
TH

 OCTOBER 

 

MEMBERS DAY AT NATIONAL RHODODENDRON GARDENS 

 

All members and friends welcome. 

2.30pm   Registration for conference delegates and welcome by Australian 

Rhododendron Society President, Neil Webster, followed by the Golden Jubilee 

Rhododendron Show presentation of awards and afternoon tea. 

  Bus tour or walk around National Rhododendron Gardens 

5.00pm  Visit to William Rickett‟s Sanctuary (unique sculpture park) 

 

GOLDEN JUBILEE CONFERENCE 

 

17
TH  

- 20
TH

 OCTOBER 2010 

 

Registrations close 20
th

 September 2010 

 

See separate sheet 

 

TUESDAY 19
TH

 OCTOBER 

 

CONFERENCE DINNER & NATIONAL COUNCIL AGM, 

 

7.00PM AT SKYHIGH MT. DANDENONG 

SPEAKER: KENNETH COX 

 

$55per person. Bookings by 20
th
 September to Marcia Begg 9751 1610 

 

  

50 YEAR CELEBRATION 

ARS members were welcomed to a morning tea by Parks Victoria to celebrate the actual date 

fifty years ago of the announcement of a grant of 100 acres to the Australian Rhododendron 

Society. Our President Mike Hammer made a short speech which was followed by another 

by Craig Bray, Regional Manager of Parks Victoria. All enjoyed the delicious food and 

comaradie between the two groups. 
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GREY NOMADS JULY 2010 

Having survived the initiation as „Grey Nomads‟ last year we headed off with high hopes of 

following the Darling River from Bourke to Menindee lakes over a six week period. We had 

seen the lakes last year, or rather one lake at the weir, and resolved to revisit the scene to see 

the effect of all the rain that had fallen in south west Queensland.  
 

The first two weeks we made our way to the Gold Coast meeting up with old friends and 

acquaintances on the way. One night stands were at Dalby and 

Injune before our first long stay (all of four nights) at Carnarvon 

Gorge a few hundred kilometres north west of Roma, Queensland. 

We had stayed at the Wilderness Lodge about sixteen years earlier 

when there was no caravan park and only limited tent camping 

allowed in the National Park with no facilities other than toilets. 

The Takarakka Bush Resort (Caravan Park) is four kilometers from 

the Visitors Centre from which most of the walks start and lies 

beside the Carnarvon Creek which flows through the gorge.  
 

On our previous visit we had watched two or three platypus in the 

creek at any time of day. Now there are many more people and the 2003 flood removed most 

of the protective vegetation along the creek bank and probably some of the platypus also. 

Other wildlife seen included Whiptail wallabies with their beautiful markings, Eastern 

Greys, Blue-faced honeyeaters and lorikeets enjoying the flowering 

endemic Callistemon viminalis, Apostle birds, Currawongs, Red-

backed Fairy Wrens and many other honeyeaters, parrots and birds 

of prey. Acacias, Hardenbergias, Hoveas (purple bush pea), 

Boronia, Swainsonia (Darling pea), the beautiful yellow Hibiscus 

heterophylus and others I do not 

recognize were flowering in the 

open bush, many others still to 

come. Two of the common trees are the Livistona nitida 

(Carnarvon fan palm) growing very tall in the moist areas 

and Macrozamia moorei (Zamia cycad) with its highly toxic 

cyanide filled orange fruits. 
 

The gorge extends for thirty-

five kilometers and along the 

way are some extraordinary 

features.  Aboriginal rock 

engravings, hand stencils and freehand paintings where 

sandstone overhangs form natural galleries are thousands of 

years old. Side gorges protect rare king ferns in a tiny pocket of 

remnant rainforest, a lush carpet of mosses and ferns with small 

waterfalls, rock pools,  Boolimba Bluff which towers 200metres 

above Carnarvon Creek with views of the distant ranges and the 

Amphitheatre a sixty metre deep chamber deeply hidden high up 

in the rock cliff. 
 

Most of the walks are not arduous but pausing at the Lodge, 

with its attractive setting and beckoning outdoor dining area, 

Apostle birds 

Simon with 

Macrozamia 

booty. 

Hibiscus 

Apostle birds 

Narrow entrance 

to amphi-theatre 
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after a long walk is very tempting and a good place to catch up with fellow walkers. Night 

walks are organized with a ranger who after ten years of study guarantees a view of a 

nocturnal glider. 
 

The well designed Major Mitchell Caravan Park at Mitchell on the Warrego Highway held 

us for two nights while we explored the pretty town, the Maranoa River, murals about the 

town‟s history under the bridge and enjoyed the bush poet in the evening round the campfire. 

Major Mitchell explored the area in 1846 and it is part of the Great Artesian Basin, one of 

the largest artesian basins in the world and underlying approximately one fifth of Australia. 

In 1998 a public artesian spa was built and people with ailments stay for weeks at a time to 

soak up the benefits of the hot mineral water. The weather did not entice us to participate. 
 

Heading west on the way to 

Charleville we stopped at Morven to 

visit the Tregole National Park 

attracted by the unusual name of a 

rare tree, the Ooline, Cadellia 

pentastylis. These trees have rain 

forest origins dating back to the 

Pleistocene Era when most of 

Australia was much wetter than it is 

today and it is unusual to see them in 

an arid area.  The Ooline is a medium 

to large tree with bright green leaves 

and rough tile patterned bark.  Many 

of the trees support clusters of Black Orchids from the Cymbidium family.  
 

Charleville is on the Warrego River which along with the Maranoa River had caused wide 

spread flooding in March this year after being in drought for many years. By July when we 

were there the only sign of the disaster was the vegetation debris high up in the trees and the 

lush green grass.   The Cobb and Co Caravan Park was within walking distance of the large 

town which has a lot to offer the tourists and we stayed for a few days. One of the highlights 

is the Cosmos Centre and Observatory. At night the observatory sessions were held in a large 

steel shed where three powerful telescopes were housed. After an introduction the whole roof 

slid back to reveal the starlit sky and we had many opportunities to view the planets and 

moon. During the day the Astronomy by Day centre showed a documentary film and many 

high tech computerised hands-on instruments revealed lots of information about the cosmos.  
 

The first Greek migrant to own and build a hotel 

was „Poppa‟ Corones and the heritage listed hotel 

was host to many famous dignitaries including 

Gracie Fields, Amy Johnson and the Duke and 

Duchess of Gloucester. Started in 1926 it was a 

two storey masonry building costing 50,000pounds 

and decorated with the most expensive and 

luxurious furnishings available from overseas. We 

had a fascinating „Stories and Scones‟ tour of the 

extensive hotel. 
 

The Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service host 

Ooline forest 

Yellow footed 

wallabies 
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„The Bilby Experience‟ at night from April to October. Volunteers 

give a presentation about the status of the bilby or „rabbit eared 

bandicoot‟ then show a group the bilby breeding enclosure. The bilbies 

bred there are released into a bilby sanctuary covering 25 square 

kilometres with an electrified predator proof fence in the Currawinya 

National Park near Charleville. Another endangered marsupial, the 

Yellow Footed Rock Wallaby is also part of a breeding programme 

and the next day we saw a large group of these beautiful animals in 

their enclosure.  
 

In 1902 during a long drought attempts were made to produce rain by 

using giant Vortex 

rainmaking guns. They 

were charged with 

gunpowder in the hope that the explosion would 

alter the atmospheric pressure and produce rain. 

Unfortunately they failed and are now on display 

in the park.  
 

At the end of the railway line heading west lies a 

very pretty little town, Quilpie, surrounded by 

opal fields. Famous for its „boulder opals‟ 

visiting fossickers spend hours chipping at rocks 

and stones in the hope of finding something 

worthwhile. The front of the altar at St Finbar‟s church is made up of hundreds of pieces of 

boulder opal supplied by the local pharmacist who upon discovering the 

allure of opals became a professional opal miner. A streetscape mural 

45metres long depicts the town‟s proud history and the nearby Lake 

Houdraman was a good place for bird watching. The Outback Caravan 

Park was excellent as was the resident Bush Poet in the evening and the 

meal cooked by the resident „bush cook‟.  
 

Not far north of Quilpie the 2,500 kilometre Wild Dog Barrier Fence 

winds its way west before heading south into South Australia. It is the longest fence in the 

world and one of the longest structures on the planet. Somehow we missed it!  Two brolgas 

dancing beside the road unphased by our attention.  
 

Heading south west we drove through the very small town of Eromanga which is famous on 

at least three accounts. It is the furtherest town in Australia from the ocean, the closest sea 

being Cairns. Secondly it produces 

1.5 million barrels of oil per year and 

has a diesel refinery. Thirdly, 

Australia‟s largest marine reptile 

bones were found where the 

Eromanga Sea used to be thousands 

of years ago. These reptiles were the 

size of whales but were carnivores.  
 

Noccundra is on the WilsonRiver 

and consists of a small mud brick 

Vortex 

guns 

Brolga 
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hotel built in 1882. As with the hotels that 

„Poppa‟ Corones built the door ways are low 

and narrow so that horsemen could not ride 

their horses up to the bar, as they were inclined 

to do in those days! We camped by the river 

where the bird watching on a sunny though 

cool day was perfect.  
 

On then to Innaminka just over the border into 

South Australia to camp on the Cooper River 

where most of the camp sites were closed due 

to the wet boggy sand. En route we passed the Santos Jackson Oil Field and huge double oil 

tankers passed us. Most of the road is now made thanks to the oil wells but when the clay 

roads are wet you can barely walk let alone drive on them. The „Dig Tree‟ carved in 1861 for 

Burke and Wills is just short of the border and we were lucky the road was open as it and 

many others were closed after rain two days later. It is a different scene with water in the 

Cooper than it was when Burke and Wills died there. Another tree „The Face Tree‟ was 

carved nearby by John Dick in 1898. It is a portrait of Burke and still very clear. 
 

In the long stretches of flat plains were carpets of wild flowers in pastel shades and bright 

yellows flowering along the road in response to the rain. Some 

looked like small Phlox (beautifully perfumed), Erigeron, 

Gazanias and Alyssum but as those are all Northern Hemisphere 

plants I do not think they were! 
 

Beside the road Simon spotted a wedgetail eagle in a low bush 

(the only bushes around are low!), it did not appear to be injured 

when it flew to another bush and must have been just resting. 

Strangely but with great relief we had not seen a dead kangaroo 

for the last 200 kilometres at least. When we asked a local his 

reply was that they do not live in this area! Perhaps the native 

grasses are not to their liking but there is no shortage of water at 

present. Thousands of fairy martins were 

nesting under the bridges along Cooper 

Creek. Flocks of birds on the creek and in 

the air included Pacific herons, all species 

of cormorants, black ducks, wood ducks, 

darters, egrets, pelicans, kites, eagles, 

parrots, budgerigars and many others. 
 

Thargomindah, a town of a few hundred 

people in the Channel country on the 

Adventure Way, was the third town/city in 

the world to have a hydro-electric scheme 

supplying electric power to its residents. 

London was the first and Paris turned on its lights the day before Thargomindah! The water 

for the power comes from the artesian basin at such pressure that it also supplies hot and cold 

water piped to towns‟ people and stations twenty-five kilometres away.  

Hydro-electric 
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The caravan park near the Bulloo River is 

maintained by the council and is one of the 

best we have stayed at. The town is also 

well maintained with beds of roses lining 

the streets. Twenty-five mils or more of 

rain overnight 

made us very 

glad we had 

left Innaminka or we might still have been there. 
 

Heading east now we decided to stay awhile at Cunnamulla on 

the Balonne Highway. A walk around the golf course was very 

peaceful though the 

sand greens were a 

challenge after all 

the rain. Part of the 

caravan park had a 

small locust plague 

which extended 

into the odd sandhills beyond. One species of 

Acacia had been totally stripped of foliage and 

were completely covered with the pests. More 

roses and irises in the town and a large bronze 

statue of the „Cunnamulla Fella‟ from the Slim 

Dusty song. An „Artesian Time Tunnel‟ told the history of the artesian basin and surrounding 

area. 
 

On now to Bourke where we hoped to follow the Darling River through Wilcannia and 

Menindee to Wentworth. What makes one thing possible often makes another impossible. 

The rain up north and locally had filled the rivers and lakes and brought the birds and 

wildflowers but made the unsealed roads impassable. All the roads along the „Darling River 

Run‟ were closed. This meant long detours east and west to get to Menindee and Wentworth. 

Locust damage 
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One family who ignored the signs were stuck in their 

car for three nights before they could be rescued then 

they were told they might have to pay for the damage to the road!  
 

We had a few nights in Bourke with the occasional road train shaking the van as it rumbled 

by.  There is a lot to see in this historic inland port which has Australia‟s only inland 

Maritime Court, an impressive solid building of a most unusual style and over 100 years old. 

A very informative river cruise on the Jandra paddle boat and time at the new Back 

O‟Bourke Exhibition Centre easily filled a day. Another „must do‟ is the „Mateship Outback 

Tour‟ run by a local character. As well as anecdotes of past and present and sad stories of  

 

farmers walking off their farms we drove through citrus orchards, vine yards and a jojoba 

orchard. Most interesting was a stop at the North Bourke cotton gin to see the processing of 

cotton in a state of the art factory. There are some beautiful old buildings in all these outback 

towns and we could have spent more time exploring the area. Henry Lawson wrote many of 

his poems while drinking his way around all the pubs in Bourke. 
 

Corellas are classed as a pest because they strip trees of foliage, mostly eucalypts, eventually 

killing them, but more acceptable are the, also noisy, red-tail black cockatoos we saw eating 

berries on an unidentified tree. None of the birds seemed to mind the rain. 
 

Down the Kidman Way to Cobar where we had a brief look at the museum full of discarded 

copper, zinc, lead and gold mining equipment from the open cut mine. A place to return to 

one day.  
 

Now heading west along the Barrier Highway towards Broken Hill a lonely truckies 

roadhouse called Emmdale was our camp for the night. 

Still only the odd dead kangaroo on the road thank 

goodness. Even the kangas must find the outback 

inhospitable. They are replaced by hundreds, probably 

thousands of feral goats that prune all their favourite trees 

as high as they can reach. They are partial to the Gidgee 

tree, Acacia cambagei, also called „stinking wattle‟ 

Pressed raw cotton 
Separating seeds 

from cotton 

Maritime Court 
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because of the strong toilet like odour it produces in the wet. Callitris trees that we saw a lot 

of in the Flinders Ranges are common in the black soils of Queensland and New South 

Wales. They have many other names, Murray Pine and Cypress Pine being two. They are 

used for everything in the outback as they resist decay and termites though highly 

flammable. 
 

We were the only campers on this part of the route between Sydney and Adelaide. Road 

trains tore past every now and then or pulled in for sustenance and in the morning we were 

surprised to see a huge Mack truck parked on the asphalt with three new Macks on top of it. 

These trucks hold over1300 litres of diesel in four or more tanks. At night it was pitch black 

and the sky was awash with stars. In the 

lovely calm morning we had our 

cappuccino outside with the apostle birds, 

near the drop toilet and our own lake on 

the asphalt! On this whole trip the weather 

had been cool and jumpers necessary with 

occasional heavy rain at night. 
 

It was 400k to Menindee via Wilcannia 

and Broken Hill instead of the 200k if we 

could have followed the Darling. 

Wilcannia has many gracious sandstone 

buildings including the hospital and banking establishment dating from 1880. It was another 

thriving inland port and Cobb and Co. stop 

but it is not thriving now and many shops 

are boarded up. 
 

The weather was cold and windy when we 

pulled into the Copi Hollow Caravan Park 

at Menindee which was the first port on 

the Darling. Until 1999 Copi Hollow was 

the home of inland speed boat racing but 

the drought made it impossible to hold the races and they have relocated. On our visit last 

year only the weir held water but now all seven lakes are full, the bird life abundant and the 

camping area is very attractive. Fifty percent of this water will evaporate due to the shallow 

nature of the lakes. Even so there did not 

seem to be much more water being 

released into the Darling. So much for 

Banking 

establishment 

Water filling Lake 
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South Australia‟s water allocation! Burke and Wills established a depot at Pamamaroo Creek 

before setting off to the Gulf in 1860. Some of the camels we saw might have been related to 

those on Burke and Wills‟ expedition! 
 

The road along the Darling was closed so we had to miss Pooncarie and head for Wentworth 

the long way around via Broken Hill. Between Broken Hill and Wentworth there is another 

lonely roadhouse, Coombah Roadhouse, where you can „spend a penny‟ if you buy 

something from the shop. It is worth a stop to read the „Ode to Loo‟ and other amusing signs 

on the securely chained and bolted amenity. One in the men‟s reads „Gentlemen please stand 

closer as it is shorter than you think! Thank you.‟  
 

Honeyeaters, apostle birds and butcher birds were keen to share our morning tea before we 

left for the Willow Bend Caravan Park at Wentworth which is at 

the junction of the Murray and Darling. This was our final long 

stop and we spent it relaxing 

by the river and making brief 

forays to places of interest as 

we had done last year.  

Charles Sturt camped at this 

spot in 1830 and by the late 

1880‟s it was the busiest 

inland port. It is a quiet 

village with plenty to see. In 

walking distance is the excellent Pioneer World museum, 

Wentworth Gaol built in 

1879, reconstructed 

wharf with three landings at different levels to 

allow for the height of the river, Loch ten and the 

weir and other historic well maintained buildings. 

Further afield - the Perry Sandhills rise up out of 

the flat terrain, Avoca Homestead dates from the 

1880‟s, the Australian Inland Botanic Garden  and 

Mungo National Park with its Walls of China 

Mack trucks 

Prehistoric lizard 

model 
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(spectacular sand dune formations) and famous Mungo man and woman (the oldest human 

remains found in Australia) – are all worth a visit. 
 

Our last stop was at the very good Golden Square Caravan Park in   and we arrived home 

after six weeks of travel with all mod-cons, no major hitches, still talking to each other and 

having had no time-table to be a slave to! 
 

MNB 

 

 75 JAHRE DEUTSCHE RHODODENDRON-GESELLSCHAFT E.V. UND 

INTERNATIONALES RHODODENDRON-SYMPOSIUM 

A group of 9 Intrepid Rhodophiles from South Australia braved the dangers of the 

Eyjafjallajökull volcano to attend the 75
th
 Anniversary of the German Rhododendron Society 

conference in Bremen Germany earlier this year . 

Along with 126 other Rhodophiles from 16 different countries a fantastic time was had by 

all. 

 A group of international speakers from Nth America and Europe and Down under (NZ as 

well as your s truly) spoke and presented on a variety of Topics. The programme is probably 

still available on the internet and the transcript/ DVD is on the way. 

 Apart from the speakers there was the Bremen Rhodo Park and „Botanika „, the workshops 

and the post conference tours including many Internationally renowned Nurseries and some 

great old Rhododendron collections. . 

German Hospitality was at its premium and I am sure that most participants would agree that 

Herr Bruns outdid most with his “Pavillion” experience. For more Info on Bruns nursery 

visit www.bruns.de/eng     

Unfortunately no plant imports allowed.         

One of the fantastic experiences for all participants was the Rhodo 2010 in Westerstede a 

Chelsea style extravaganza dedicated to The Rhododendron put on by a small town of 10000 

but with a 250 strong nursery Industry in its vicinity. 

All in all it was a great experience but one that loses something in the translation and you 

needed to be there to benefit the most from it. 

Robert Hatcher 
  

RANDOM THOUGHTS 
  

Newly returned from our grey nomad expedition Marcia and I found ourselves, 

unexpectedly, as speakers at the August General Meeting. We showed pictures of Neil 

Puddey‟s and Anton Vanderbyl‟s gardens and of Mt Tamborine Botanic Garden with its 

newly established Vireya Species bed. We spoke because Cynthia Sladen could not bring 

herself to inflict our members‟, expected, poor attendance on an outsider. I see her point. 

This was the day before Election Day. And another big disappointment. Not for the hung 

Parliament but for the defeat of Jason Wood. He has been NRG‟s greatest supporter in recent 

times. His loss of seat is a potential tragedy when almost all other pollies [including our local 

State member and our local Councilors] truly don‟t give a damn. SWB 
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ARSV COMMITTEE 2010 

 

There continue to be vacancies on the committee and members who would be interested to 

be more involved would be made very welcome. The committee meets at Nunawading at 

5.00pm before the Monthly General Meeting on the 3
rd

 Friday. 

 

PRESIDENT: Michael Hammer Ph: 9755 2176 

VICE PRESIDENT No 1: Vacant                         VICE PRESIDENT No 2: Vacant 

TREASURER: Neil Webster, Ph: 9859 3622       SECRETARY: Michael Hare, 9844 2232 

Simon Begg (Editor) & Marcia Begg, Ph: 9751 1610 

Inge Hammer, Ph: 9755 2176                               Valerie Marshall, Ph: 9803 4434 

Cynthia Sladen, Ph:  9561 8874                            Alan Walker,       Ph: 9726 8836 

Elizabeth Xipell, Ph: 9859 9934 

 

SOCIETY PICASAWEB SITE 
 

Visit http://picasaweb.google.com/ARSVic for the latest pictures. 

These include Neil Puddey‟s Garden, Anton Vanderbyl‟s Garden and Mt. Tamborine 

Botanic Garden. 

For the “Beechmont” Picasaweb site visit http://picasaweb.google.com/simonwbegg   

http://picasaweb.google.com/ARSVic
http://picasaweb.google.com/simonwbegg

